Engage parents with our online
Parent Survey
This modern survey helps your school engage with all parents, demonstrating
their views of school life, are valued, respected and considered.
Showing school is keen to learn about itself, develops trust between parents, the
Governing Body and SLT, and paves the way to build bridges in knowledge gaps.
Ready built, with scope for customisation, clear, user friendly survey screens
enable parents to anonymously complete, 24/7, using a PC, iPad or smart-phone.

Prebuilt, online solutions for
Governors and Head Teachers

Ready analysed results provide a rich source of current and actionable MI, and a
clear understanding of parents’ perspective of school life, and insightful ideas.

‘Effective Governing Bodies will ensure policies are in place to
engage, support and report to parents….. see parents as part
of the life of the school and actively seek their views’
NGA Strategic Guidelines

Immediately available ‘off the shelf’ and with no school admin.
Affordable; pricing from just £250 + vat
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Expertly built by a company that truly understands how
to make stakeholder engagement easy

Key features:

Affordable; pricing from just £250 + vat

Quick, easy, flexible, personal:

• Expertly built - Governors and Head-teachers validated

• All set-up is done for you, ready within days

• Takes c10 minutes to complete (per child at school)

• Removes school admin - all online and secure

• Focus on local issues with selectable questions/freetext

• Telephone & email support - no call centre

• Fast, pre-analysed reporting - easy to interpret results

• Pre-built questions are inspection aligned

• Tests improvements during transition into Academy status

• User friendly screens are clear and simple to complete

• Identifies successes and perceived priority areas for review

• Track parental response levels 24/7

• Year group splits available

• Results (pdf) emailed within 3 days of survey closing

• Externally collated, independent Ofsted evidence

• Speed of turn-around ensures MI is current and influential

Fully managed - online - professional - secure - anonymous

Enquire by email, enq@learnership.co.uk
…….or call us directly on +44 (0) 1295 271400

